Polycom® RealPresence Touch™
Control your group collaboration experiences with confidence

Polycom® RealPresence Touch™ is a touch interface for Polycom® RealPresence® Group Series and Polycom Immersive Telepresence solutions. The simple and intuitive design lets you focus on your conversations instead of the technology. The design is consistent across the Polycom portfolio, whether you’re calling from a conference room or using a Polycom desktop, mobile or web client. RealPresence Touch makes it easy to use video collaboration from any environment, with an interface that is instantly familiar no matter where you’re calling from.

Connecting to your calls couldn’t be easier. Get your conversations started easily with one touch dialing from the integrated calendar, right on the home screen. Speed dials provide quick access to people, rooms, or virtual meeting rooms. You can also search a directory to quickly connect to the right person or location. Once in a call you have easy access to share content, adjust camera views, change participant layouts and more to get the most out of your meeting.

You can position RealPresence Touch the way that you want, either standing taller or flipped over for a lower profile. No matter how place it, the interface will automatically rotate to the right direction. The sleek design includes a 10” touch display so you can see everything clearly, while staying compact enough to be out of sight during your meetings. Just a single cable carries both power and data to the device, keeping your table clean and clutter-free.

In addition to the flexible placement and integrated calendar, there are other ways RealPresence Touch can adjust for each meeting space. The background image can be customized to match your branding or provide information about the room. Plus the home screen buttons and default screens can be selected by administrators to optimize the experience for their user base, resulting in fewer support calls.

Benefits
- Take the frustration out of starting and controlling video calls
- Connect quickly and easily though the home screen calendar, easy to access speed dials, and more
- Maximize meeting comfort by positioning it upright or lower profile based on the needs of the room
- Sleek design with integrated Power over Ethernet adds style to any meeting space
- Consistent interface across all Polycom solutions
Technical specifications

Package includes
- Polycom RealPresence Touch and RJ45 (LAN) cable
- Set up sheet
- Printed Warranty Statement

Compatible systems
- RealPresence Group Series 300, 310, 500, 550 and 700
- Polycom® RealPresence Immersive Studio™
- Polycom® RealPresence OTX® Studio

Usability
- Display: 10.1-inch screen
- Aspect ratio: 16 x 10
- Resolution: WXGA (1280 x 800)
- Designed with built in stand support. No external dock required
- Viewing angle: >= 178 degrees
- Positioning/placing angle: 30 degrees/65 degrees
- Tap and touch control to access call controls and administrative menus
- New Intuitive User interface and home screen customization

Technology
- Projected Capacitive Touch sensor that supports multi-touch and gesturing functionality
- Direct API command through network
- LCD panel with LED backlighting. IPS (In-Plane Switching)
- Mechanical locking mechanism (Kensington lock)
- Scratch-resistant and oleophobic glass
- Weight: 1 Kg (approximate)

Electrical
- Power Over Ethernet (PoE), Compatible with IEEE 802.3af type 1
- Low-power sleep mode

Warranty
- One-year return to factory parts and labor
- 90-day software warranty
- Service Contract Required

Physical characteristics
- Physical dimensions: 252 x 175.8 x 11.25 mm (no stand)
- Micro-B USB 2.0 OTG (Supports a USB connection to a PC for content sharing)
- Type A USB 2.0 (Supports software updates)

About Polycom
Polycom helps organizations unleash the power of human collaboration. More than 400,000 companies and institutions worldwide defy distance with video, voice and content solutions from Polycom. Polycom and its global partner ecosystem provide flexible collaboration solutions for any environment that deliver the best user experience and unmatched investment protection.
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